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Gold Panning the Pacific Northwest is the premiere reference source for anyone who is

interested in getting started or continuing their gold prospecting in the pacific northwest region.

Containing accurate, up-to-date prospecting information for all known panning areas in

Oregon, Washington, and Idaho. The write-ups for each locale include driving directions, GPS

coordinates, historical information, land ownership restrictions, full-color photos, and geological

background.Features include:Full-color imagesGPS coordinatesGeology basicsTools of the

trade for every level of collectorRules and regulationsPolishing, preserving, crafting, and

displaying your treasures
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is aimed at everyone who has had even a small case of gold fever. If you have ever seen a

small pinpoint of gold emerge from the black sands and concentrates at the bottom of a gold

pan, you know what I mean. If you have never experienced the thrill of recovering an elusive

piece of gold, you have a major emotion in front of you. There are very few things that quicken

the pulse like seeing actual gold gleam from pay dirt.Since I was a kid in the 1970s, I have

traveled regularly to the historic mining districts in this region, primarily as a columnist for Gold

Prospectors magazine and before that as a senior editor at North American Gold Mining

Industry News. I have learned where to go, places to avoid, and what to find. I cannot

guarantee to make you rich, because this is not a get-rich scheme. It’s a labor of love, a lot of

fun, and a ticket to some of the most interesting places out in the hills. What I can do is save

you time, effort, and money as you research places to explore.Over the years, I have

developed a deep nostalgia for the gold rushes and mining frenzies of the Old West. It is such

a thrill to drive up a long, winding mountain road, turn the corner, and see the remains of an

old mining camp come into view. Hiking to abandoned mines is another adventure I wish I

could share—there is a true sense of accomplishment when you reach the end of a trail and

find that old mine shaft. Sometimes you can close your eyes and imagine hundreds, if not



thousands, of noisy miners and merchants in those old settings, only to be interrupted by the

call of a stern old turkey. I have watched many old mills and head frames crumble into piles of

rotted timbers, but the tailings piles still yield great hand specimens. Every spring fresh torrents

move and mix the sands and gravels anew and re-sort the pay streaks. There is still a lot of

gold out there, if you have the time and energy to go about recovering it. Most of the easy stuff

is gone, but that just makes the thrill of finding what’s there that much stronger.By reading this

book, you will save yourself a lot of trouble out in the wilder parts of the region, and you will

benefit from some of my worst mistakes. I have seen gates spring up across once-reliable

access roads, but I’ve watched GPS and Google Earth become major forces for preventing

confusion in the field. I have collected hundreds of GPS coordinates for you to use as aids, and

I have personally visited the areas that I cover here. Whether you have an old gold pan under

the seat of your truck or a new Keene gold dredge on a trailer, you will benefit from this

book.The old Oregon Country is the name given to the drainage of the Snake River, covering

Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and parts of Wyoming and Montana. As a proud member of the

Geological Society of the Oregon Country, I’m going to err on the side of providing you with as

much geology as I feel is prudent. I am going to explain host rocks that contain quartz veins,

and I’m going to name the granite intrusions that brought so much prosperity to this region. I’m

going to try to educate you about collecting rock samples, and I’m going to follow that up by

discussing the common modern machines that grizzled old prospectors would have killed for

back in the day. By the end of this book, you’ll find gold, you’ll learn some history, and you’ll

have a great appreciation for the gold rush days that settled this region. Most of all, you will

visit some of the storied districts that gave this region much of its resilience and vigor. You’ll

visit places that you’ll want to talk about with your friends and family, and you’ll see wildlife,

landforms, and vistas that will stir your soul. I hope you enjoy your search.INTRODUCTIONOf

all the legends and stories about gold, the one that is hardest to explain is the adage “Gold is

where you find it.” The old saying seems to imply that if you look hard enough just about

anywhere, you can stumble upon a nugget or two. Nothing could be further from the truth. A

better way to modernize this would be to point out that “Gold is where they found it.” The

reason is pretty simple—the gold prospectors that came before us were really, really good at

what they did. For all the images conjured up of a slightly addled Yosemite Sam with his burro

and pick, there have been a lot of smart geologists since then that scientifically sampled every

major gold district. Many mines started production, exhausted sizable ore deposits, and then

disappeared. The likelihood of discovering a new district is extremely remote.The good news is

that, while they were efficient, the miners of the late 1800s were also in a hurry. They creamed

off all the easy gold—the concentrated pockets, the big nuggets, and the “potato diggings”

monsters went to the smelter early. Their primitive equipment skipped a lot of fine gold. Some

machines simply washed the “flour” gold over the transom, out the end of the dredge, to remix

with the rest of the tailings. Miners resorted to mercury to collect some of the fines, but very

few miners use mercury anymore in the Pacific Northwest. It is toxic, poisonous, and

dangerous, and modern equipment can do just as well, if not better, at recovering fine gold.

Which is good, because that’s a lot of what’s left. If there is one scientific fact you can count on,

it is that it will always be impossible to get all of the gold from any particular area. There will

always be a little color left, deep in the crevices, under the big boulders, or laying on hard clay

layers known as false bedrock.A dedicated weekend hobbyist, recreational prospector, or

otherwise-motivated gold miner can still go one of two routes in the search for gold:Hard-rock

mining involves dynamite, cyanide leaching, crushers, big rigs, and lots of capital. There are

still fortunes to be had out there with hard-rock mining, but the odds are long. Throughout most



of the West, any sizable deposit has likely been identified and claimed up. You could still get

lucky, but it will take a lot of work. You could rework old tailings and do well, or you could find

an area thought to yield copper that has good gold left. Hard-rock mining is capital intensive,

and it involves a lot of machines.Placer mining involves equipment ranging from a simple gold

pan all the way up to trucks, excavators, and a wash plant. This type of gold prospecting

usually involves less investment and will consistently yield small amounts of gold, with

occasional bonanzas for those who are persistent. If you can learn to reliably return from every

trip with decent concentrates, so that over time you fill a five-gallon bucket, and then maybe

even a fifty-five-gallon drum, with black sands, magnetite, ilmenite, rare earth elements

(REEs), and gold, you will be rewarded in the long run.Either way, your long-term goals are

your own. Very few prospectors are simply in it for the money, looking at this as a way to

become a millionaire overnight. Some of us just like to get out of town, camp in the mountains,

and enjoy the spirit of the outdoors. Some people like to work up a little sweat and appetite,

improve their health, and learn a little. Some of us like to solve problems and run machinery,

and enjoy the challenge of keeping a pump going or making sure the sluice is running right.

Still others like the wildlife, the scenery, and the historical importance of the Wild West, and

bring back their riches as photos and videos. In each case, if you toss in a little gold fever as

motivation and stay scientific about your sampling and exploration, you will prosper far and

above the value of your recovered material.Still, a nice payday is always a treat. One sure way

to reach that goal is to keep trying. Keep practicing, keep exploring, and keep getting out in the

field. Another truism that seems to hold is that the farther away from civilization you get, the

better your chances.HOW TO USE THIS GUIDEThe best way to use this guide is to treat it like

a general reference for the multi-state area. Here are some likely scenarios.You might live near

a district listed here or have always wanted to visit a site. Based on what you read and learn,

you will have more information to process, and then decide if you want to explore that area

further. Thanks to the GPS coordinates found in these pages, you can easily pinpoint a few

spots that you will be able to drive right to, and thus maximize your time in the field so that you

are efficient and productive.If you already have a business trip, family vacation, or other reason

for driving through an area, you might check in these pages and determine that you will be

close to a spot that is worth more exploration. The information here can help you minimize the

detour, making it easier to justify. In addition, if you need to camp, I have listed developed and

primitive camping options.If you are considering a major investment in mining supplies, I have

some good information for you in Appendix A. Over the course of writing nearly one hundred

articles for Gold Prospectors, the magazine of the Gold Prospectors Association of America, I

have reviewed many products. I can provide you with good, practical information about metal

detectors, dredges, highbankers, sluices, and more. Note that I stuck that information at the

back of the book so that you can get right to the good stuff: where to go.If you are just getting

started in the hobby, I recommend picking up The Modern Rockhounding and Prospecting

Handbook, a companion book I wrote for FalconGuides. The information there can make you a

better field geologist by explaining the basics of economic ore deposits, field sampling, and

identifying hand specimens. You will get good overview information about the basics there. If

you need help identifying rocks and minerals, I wrote a rock-andgem identification book as

well.In addition to the GPS coordinates for these locales, I have also included road directions. I

have to warn you though: Conditions change fast. USDA Forest Service or BLM offices may

schedule major roadwork right over your prized vacation window. Washouts, fires, and other

road damage can leave you sputtering in front of a hand-lettered sign at two in the morning,

facing a four-hour detour. It is important that you take the road directions I provide with a



healthy dose of caution and either phone the local government agency managing that land, or

consult its web page if you don’t have time to track down a human. The more you are counting

on taking your family and friends to a single location for a long stay, the more important it is

that you check in ahead of time.Note: Roads in national forests have the prefix NF, and BLM

roads use a BLM-# format.Part I: WashingtonNORTHWEST WASHINGTON1. Sultan

RiverLand type: Creek and riverbanksCounty: SnohomishGPS: A - Sportsman Park:

47.861753, -121.822098B - Mouth of river: 47.860432, -121.820225C - Sultan Placer:

47.859954, -121.817773D - Fishing spot: 47.845070, -121.926695Best season: Late

summerLand manager: County owns park; state owns land along riverMaterial: Fine flood

goldTools: Pan, wheel; dredge with permit (in season)Vehicle: AnySpecial attractions: Annual

GPAA Gold Show at Monroe; annual Gold Dust festival in Gold BarAccommodations: Motels

and RV camping in Sultan; camping at Wallace Falls State Park. Forest Service land at Money

Creek for dispersed camping.Finding the sites: From I-5 head east to Monroe. You can come in

via WA 522 or US 2. From Monroe drive east about 7.5 miles. As you come into town, on the

east side, look for Sportsman Park on the north side of the highway and the west side of the

Sultan River. The Skykomish River is south. Drive into the park and get your bearings; look for

the spot at the bend in the Sultan as it rounds the park. There are additional access points

along the west bank. To reach the mouth of the river, locate the path under the highway and

the railroad. To reach the Sultan Placer, drive east on US 2 for 0.4 mile, turn right (south), cross

the Skykomish, go about 0.25 mile total from US 2, and look for a parking area to the west.

This is the fishing access point; you want the trail that leads back across the road and to the

west. You can see the mouth of the Sultan River on the far bank if you find the right place. The

farthest spot west is the public fishing spot; access it via Lewis Street/WA 203 from Monroe,

south across the Skykomish River, then left onto Ben Howard Road, and drive 2.1

miles.ProspectingWhen the water is low, look for bedrock that you can scrape or dig against. If

the river is too high, you can also scrape moss and wash it in a five-gallon bucket, then pan

those sands. You have more of a chance of getting a flake if you can find bedrock, but you

need to come here in late summer when the water is low. The county park has a nice bend in

the river here, but it is a long way to bedrock. You can reach the mouth of the river easily from

Sportsman Park. There were several placer mines along this stretch of the Skykomish River,

including the Jonkers, Phoenix, Alda, and Ida Mines. The mines were on both sides of the river,

with the best pay streaks on the bottom. Note that there is good gold on the Sultan River above

the park, but the power company now locks up the Horseshoe Bend site, and the Washington

Prospectors Mining Association (WPMA) controls the rest of the river. Check them out at . If

you join this organization, you can get keys to the locked gate.Remember that any time you are

gold panning in Washington, you must have the “Gold and Fish” pamphlet, written by the

Department of Natural Resources. There’s a link in the bibliography.2. Olney CreekLand type:

Creek bankCounty: SnohomishGPS: Bridge: 47.924094, -121.743700Best season: Summer–

OctLand manager: State forestMaterial: Fine gold, some flakesTools: Pan, sluice, wheel; pry

bar for big rocksVehicle: Any; paved roadSpecial attraction: Spada LakeAccommodations:

Camping OK; no facilities so pack out your trashFinding the site: About 1 mile east of Sultan,

turn north onto Sultan Basin Road. Stay on the road for 7.2 miles until you find the bridge

across Olney Creek. To your left, north of the road, you should see extensive gravels. You can

continue another 3 miles or so with Olney Creek below you and to your left, but the terrain is

steeper and access is more difficult.ProspectingThere are good small flakes here if you can get

low enough. This spot is popular and has been included in mining club catalogs in the past,

such as Prospectors Plus in Gold Bar. Their website is if you want more information, or you can



drop in on them at 121 Croft Ave., Gold Bar, WA 98251, or call them at (425) 750-9290. Always

look for claims markers and signs before committing to a sluice, highbanker, or dredge. Most

clubs don’t care if you try a sample pan to see what’s going on, but after that, you need to sign

up for a membership. There are big cobbles in the creek here, made from interesting

metamorphic rock such as schist and gneiss. You will find plenty of attractive red garnets in the

concentrates as well. Try starting a hole along the side of the creek on an inside bend and

check as you go; you should notice the gold is getting bigger as you get farther down. You can

explore the creek in both directions, and the farther you get from the bridge, the better you are

likely to do. Consult a map before heading too far south, although prospectors report values all

the way to the mouth of Olney Creek; stay within earshot of the road if possible.3. Beckler

RiverLand type: CreekCounty: SnohomishGPS: A - Bridge: 47.727399, -121.337875B -

Campground: 47.733631, -121.333334C - Olympic Placer: 47.791514, -121.298541D - Pull-

out: 47.799566, -121.293296E - Junction: 47.802834, -121.292742Best season: Summer to

early fallLand manager: USFSMaterial: Fine gold, black sands; garnetsTools: Pan, sluice,

dredgeVehicle: Any; 4WD suggestedSpecial attraction: Stevens PassAccommodations:

Primitive camping all along Beckler River. Developed camp at Beckler River CG.Finding the

sites: Drive east on US 2 from Monroe to Skykomish, about 35 miles. There are services in

Skykomish. About 0.8 mile past Skykomish, look for a left turn (north) onto Beckler River Road.

The bridge locale is about a mile from the highway. The campground is about 1.5 miles from

the highway. Parking to access the old Olympic Placer is about 6.1 miles from US 2, and

another pull-out to access the river is at 6.7 miles. Finally, the upper place to access Beckler

River, at the junction with NF 6530, is about 6.9 miles from US 2.ProspectingWe always tend to

focus on the garnets up here, but the Olympic Placer was a big operation back in the 1930s.

Look for fine gold, plenty of black sands, fragments of dark staurolite, and plentiful garnets,

some big enough to roll around the pan like buckshot. If you have the patience, you can extract

quite a pile of reddish garnets and show them off in a glass jar. Barring that attraction, you will

want to move boulders and get low in the riverbank to reach pay streaks. If you do not have

much time and just want to sample the river, you should be fine at the bridge; scout out a nice

beach downstream from the bridge and work around the bedrock exposed there. The

campground sits right on the river, and we had fun there setting up a panning wheel on a picnic

table. The Olympic Placer is a massive boulder field now, but if you go slightly above the large

gravel exposure, you should see small pieces of gold in your pan. The pull-out is another good

access spot, but it’s a plan B if the primitive camping area at the junction is overpopulated.4.

Money CreekLand type: CreekCounty: KingGPS: A - Bridge: 47.716328, -121.409953B -

Money Creek Placer: 47.714402, -121.417296C - Easy access: 47.697072, -121.483099D -

Damon & Pythias: 47.698867, -121.527206Best season: Late spring to early fallLand manager:

USFSMaterial: Fine gold, black sandsTools: Pan, sluice, dredgeVehicle: Any; 4WD

recommendedSpecial attraction: Stevens PassAccommodations: Primitive camping all along

Money Creek and Miller River. Developed camp at Money Creek CG.Finding the sites: From

Grotto, Washington, drive east on US 2 about 0.8 mile and turn right (south) onto the Old

Highway. Drive about 1.1 miles and turn right onto Miller River Road. After less than 0.1 mile,

turn right onto Money Creek Road. After 0.6 mile you reach the bridge. NF 6422 continues on

the left, but you want Money Creek Road/NF 6420, which goes somewhat right. Begin

prospecting at the bridge and go up the creek from either side of the road. About 0.4 mile from

the bridge, look for a place to park and scout out the old Money Creek Placer, which seems to

stretch for a quarter of a mile along the creek here. You will find many more access points

along the creek; there is easy access about 3.9 miles from the bridge, but that is not the only



spot. At 6.4 miles take NF 610 straight for another 0.2 mile to the parking area beneath the

Damon & Pythias Mine.ProspectingMoney Creek is another famed locale below Stevens Pass

where Depression-era miners did well. There are big boulders just below the bridge here that

trap larger pieces of gold but require more work to move. If you just want a quick sample, the

rocks along this creek hide under green moss, which acts as a kind of “miner’s moss” and traps

black sands and gold. Scrape the moss and the sand layer under it into a bucket, wash

thoroughly, and pan the concentrates. This is a sampling technique; do not go crazy scalping

all the boulders. Otherwise, you can work up Money Creek, Miller River, and even nearby Foss

River for several miles, although I did not find much color on either drainage. There are many

hard-rock mines in this area, and Money Creek held many placer claims and mines in its day.

The famed Damon & Pythias Mine at the end of Money Creek Road is a worthwhile field trip in

summer, sponsored by the Washington State Mineral Council.5. IndexLand type: RiverCounty:

SnohomishGPS: A - Boat launch: 47.837131, -121.659177B - Line A Placer: 47.816219,

-121.566962C - Trout Creek: 47.863234, -121.486919D - Washout: 47.863453,

-121.482379Best season: Spring–fallLand manager: Snoqualmie National ForestMaterial: Fine

gold, small flakes, black sands, garnetsTools: Pan, sluice, highbanker, dredgeVehicle: Any;

pavedSpecial attraction: IndexAccommodations: Camping at Wallace Falls State Park and at

Line A. Dispersed camping near washout; avoid private land between the washout and

Index.Finding the sites: From Gold Bar on US 2, drive east 2.2 miles to the bridge over the

Skykomish. Cross the river, drive 0.15 mile, and look for access to the recreation area on the

right. To reach the campgrounds at the old Line A placer mine, drive a total of 7.4 miles from

Gold Bar to the Index-Galena Road, which bears left. After 0.9 mile take the bridge across the

river into Index and stay on Fifth Street until it reaches Index Avenue. Go left and proceed

about 0.3 mile, then go left again on Second Street. Now go right onto Avenue A, and proceed

along the river about 0.4 mile to the campground. To reach Trout Creek, go back to Index,

cross back over the river, and head up the Index-Galena Road for 6.1 miles. Park safely and

work your way along Trout Creek to the river. The washout is another 0.2 mile from Trout

Creek.ProspectingYour concentrates up here will be rich in black sands and tiny garnets, so be

aware. The Skykomish River Boat Ramp is a nice picnic area, where author Tom Bohmker

(2009) reported nice colors around the boulders about 150 feet upstream from the foot of the

boat ramp, which we confirmed in 2014. As always, fill in your holes. At the old Line A placer

mine below Index, you can find large boulders on an inside bend, plus bedrock—an unbeatable

combination, especially with camping just feet away. This is a popular spot that fills up fast on

summer weekends. Farther up the Index-Galena Road, you can use Trout Creek to steer you to

a good spot on the river, with an excellent bar forming downstream from the mouth of the

creek. I listed the washout more for reference here—it is far from the main stem of the river.

The river washed out the road here in 2006, and there is finally a plan in place to fix it, which

will make access to Galena, Silver Creek, and Mineral City much easier. As it stands right now,

you have to go up Beckler River to Jack Pass and go left, down the hill, and access the S-

bridge area at Galena that way. Prospectors Plus has a large block of claims on the Skykomish

below the bridge, and Washington Prospectors has a great locale above the bridge, closer to

the mouth of Silver Creek. I interviewed some local miners up here and they reported that

there is probably too much private land up at Mineral City to make a hike all the way up there

worthwhile.6. Green RiverLand type: CreekCounty: KingGPS: A - Bridge: 47.318743,

-121.893407B - Access: 47.312646, -121.872117C - Upper: 47.312544, -121.865472Best

season: Spring through early fall; avoid salmon run—river smells awful thenLand manager:

StateMaterial: Fine goldTools: Pan, sluiceVehicle: Any; pavedSpecial attraction: Green River



Gorge nearbyAccommodations: Camping at Kanaskat-Palmer State Park. Motels at Maple

Valley.Finding the sites: From Auburn drive west on WA 18 about 6.9 miles to WA 516/SE

272nd and turn right. Go 5.1 miles to WA 169, where WA 516 turns into Kent Kangley Road,

and take it another 3.4 miles. Go right onto Retreat-Kanaskat Road, drive 3.1 miles, then veer

right onto Cumberland Kanaskat Road. Drive 1.2 miles to the bridge. To reach the upper spots,

drive 0.3 mile to Palmer, turn left onto SE Green River Headworks Road, and go 1.1 miles to

Pipeline Road. The final spot is another 0.3 mile on Pipeline Road.ProspectingThis area offers

some close-in gravels to prospect if you live in the Seattle area. It would not be worth planning

an entire summer around, but there really was a large placer mine at the bend in the river here

back in the 1930s. Mayo (1983) reports a Depression-era miner worked the gravel near Palmer

and made wages, and “a piece of rough quartz showing wire gold was . . . found by a

fisherman . . . near the Kummer Bridge” (p. 24). Good luck finding the source; the roads are all

private, and Howard A. Hanson Reservoir covers many acres. Many locals use the beaches at

the bridge for recreation, so you will probably see vehicles there as you get close. You can park

safely and work your way down to a nice beach with plenty of large boulders and bedrock to

explore; there are leaf fossils in the dark shale material. You will need low water to do much

good here, but it’s nice to know this river has something to offer besides its grim history as the

dumping ground for Gary Ridgway, the notorious Green River Killer. Prospectors continue to

report large flakes and small nuggets from the river between here and the end of public

access. One caution is to avoid this area when the salmon run is under way, as the shores reek

from abundant carcasses by mid-October, and the smell is unbearable.7. DarringtonLand type:

Riverbanks, creeksCounty: SnohomishGPS: A - Squire Creek: 48.232735, -121.638505B -

Clear Creek: 48.219158, -121.568784C - Monte Cristo: 48.012541, -121.442081Best season:

Late summerLand manager: USFS—SnoqualmieMaterial: Fine gold, small flakes, black sands,

garnetsTools: Pan, sluice; shovel, bucketVehicle: 4WD suggestedSpecial attraction: Asbestos

FallsAccommodations: Clear Creek CG and Bedal CG; dispersed camping along the Sauk

River above WhitechuckFinding the sites: From the intersection of WA 530 and Mountain Loop

Highway in downtown Darrington, continue south on the Mountain Loop Highway 0.3 mile to

Darrington Street and turn right. Follow this west 0.6 mile until it turns into Niederprum Road,

and continue 0.9 mile to then turn left onto Squire Creek Road. At about 0.9 mile you will be in

major switchbacks. This is private land, so you’ll want to go through the switchbacks to the

USDA Forest Service boundary at the top and follow the fence down to the creek, about 200

feet. To reach Clear Creek, again from the intersection in Darrington, follow the Mountain Loop

Highway south about 3 miles to the campground, or continue a bit farther to the bridge and

park safely there. To reach Barlow Pass, drive from Darrington on Mountain Loop Highway

about 23 miles. Park safely and hike in toward Monte Cristo about a mile.ProspectingThe

Darrington area saw quite a bit of placer and lode gold mining in the late 1800s and again

during the Great Depression. Squire Creek was a good producer, but a lot of the best

mineralization is locked up in the Boulder Creek Wilderness Area, and there is only about 0.5

mile of open creek to explore between private land and the wilderness. That’s OK because the

best area is the fork where Buckeye Creek comes in from the west. At the mouth of Clear

Creek, there is a solid outcrop of bedrock right below the bridge, and the river is constantly

washing the gravels and leaving black sands and fine gold behind. There are some large

boulders to move as well, and if you are in a hurry, you can clean some moss off the rocks. The

Whitechuck boat ramp also has color, but you will have to dig deep. Up at Monte Cristo there

was extensive mineralization in the hills above the old town site, but much of this area is either

private or locked up as wilderness. It’s a shame the road washed out, but the hike is worth it,



as it follows the old road—if you make a weekend of it up here, be sure to hike all the way. The

upper Sauk River is open, but watch for up-to-date claim markers as you hike in. Look for

obvious bends in the river and prepare to do a little scouting before committing to a dig site.

Also, be sure to fill in your holes. There are old placer diggings throughout this area, especially

past Monte Cristo on Glacier Creek, and there is an old trail leading to Poodle Dog Pass that

will connect you to Mineral City. It has been said to be a treacherous hike that requires ice

axes, crampons, and pitons. Consult the Northwest Underground Explorers series for more

information about the lode mines here—hiking in a big hammer will be worth it on the many

tailings piles.8. Raging RiverLand type: CreekCounty: KingGPS: A - Raging River: 47.517857,

-121.924481B - Zerfleuh boat launch: 47.567870, -121.883096C - Tolt River 1: 47.638695,

-121.926451D - Tolt River 2: 47.638297, -121.917690Best season: Late summerLand

manager: USFS—SnoqualmieMaterial: Fine gold, small flakes, black sandsTools: Pan, sluice;

shovel, bucketVehicle: AnySpecial attraction: Snoqualmie FallsAccommodations: Twin Falls

State Park; Tinkham CG. Dispersed camping along the South Fork of the Snoqualmie

River.Finding the sites: To reach the Raging River site, head out of Seattle on I-90 east to exit

22. Cross back over the freeway and turn right onto SE High Point Way. Follow it for 0.5 mile,

then turn right onto Upper Preston Road SE. Drive 0.5 mile and look for ample parking on the

right. To reach the Zerfleuh boat launch, which is on the South Fork of the Snoqualmie River,

backtrack on Upper Preston Road SE, past more access to the Raging River, and return to

Preston–Fall City Road. Go right (north) for 3.7 miles, turn right onto Dike Road, then look for

the park. To reach the Tolt River sites, go back to Dike Road, then drive north on Fall City–

Carnation Road/WA 503S from the boat launch about 5.2 miles, before the bridge, and turn left

onto NE Told Hill Road. Go about 0.5 mile and park. This is Tolt River 1. To get to the second

Tolt River site, go back to Fall City–Carnation Road, turn left, and cross the bridge. In 0.1 mile

there is a sharp turn to the left down to the parking area.ProspectingMany of the rivers east of

the Seattle metro area contain traces of gold, including the Cedar, Mad, Tolt, and Raging

Rivers, according to Mayo (1983). This Raging River site is intriguing—there is a nice inside

bend here, it is easy to get to, and there are ample black sands and decent colors. The source

is a mystery—perhaps it is from an old channel of the Snoqualmie River. You will not need to

dig around the interstate highway bridge pilings, tempting as that might be at first. Move some

rocks around and get a big hole going and you should do fine. Just be sure to fill that hole back

in. If you have the right permits, you could probably run a highbanker here. You will find more

apparent access just north of the highway along 312th Avenue SE, but it could just be that

teenagers tore down the posted signs. There are three parks near Fall City that provide access

to the area where the Raging River dumps into the Snoqualmie, but I liked the Zurfleuh boat

launch site best. Make your way to the mouth, and note the large gravel bar below when the

water is low. I would stick to panning only here. There was an active placer mine on the upper

Tolt River at 47.705251, -121.805100. It is behind a gate now. Still, the Tolt River has good

black sands and fine, flour gold available for panning. There is good public access on both

sides of the mouth of the Tolt River. Even the black sands were fine here, but there are a few

accumulations of fist-size cobbles that you can dig out and wash off.9. GlacierLand type:

CreekCounty: WhatcomGPS: A - Nugents Corner: 48.840639, -122.292139B - Silver Fir CG:

48.905491, -121.822702C - Open cut: 48.905247, -121.808037D - Great Excelsior Mine:

48.898798, -121.806070Best season: Late summerLand manager: Mount Baker–Snoqualmie

National ForestMaterial: Fine gold, small flakes, black sandsTools: Pan, sluice; shovel,

bucketVehicle: AnySpecial attraction: Nooksack FallsAccommodations: Douglas Fir CG, Silver

Fir CG; dispersed camping along the Nooksack River, Glacier Creek Road, and on Canyon



Creek RoadFinding the sites: Nugents Corner is the lowest spot, reachable from I-5 via exit

255 onto WA 542. Drive 9.9 miles toward Nugents Corner, crossing the bridge, and then look

for a sharp right turn. Drive back to the river and park. To reach the sites up by Glacier,

continue on WA 542 easterly to just past Deming, where you pick up WA 9 and head north,

and after 12.9 miles, you will reach Kendall. Turn right (east) and continue on WA 542 for about

17.2 miles to the turn for Silver Fir Campground. To reach the site near Nooksack Falls,

continue east on WA 542 from the turn for Silver Fir Campground for 0.7 mile, then take a

slight right onto NF 33. Wind down the hill, and after about 0.5 mile, there is parking. Enjoy the

falls, then cross the bridge and hike just about 0.1 mile to note the old adit, a brilliant orange

and yellow. If you continue on about 0.5 mile, there is a sharp turn to the left to an old

greenstone quarry at 48.9023, -121.8045. There is more mineralization another 0.5 mile up the

road. To reach the Great Excelsior Mine, you will turn right off WA 542 about 1.1 miles east of

Glacier onto Glacier Creek Road/NF 39. After 100 feet, swing left onto NF 3. After about a mile

there is a road heading northwest that leads to the old Glacier Mine. You can explore the

dumps there for copper ore; malachite is easy to spot, but gold was only a by-product here, so

skip it if you are short on time. The trailhead for the Great Excelsior Mine is a total of 6.5 miles

from WA 542. The GPS coordinates are 48.9034, -121.8142. Follow the trail about 0.6 mile, as

it gets worse and worse; stay on it until you reach the mine.ProspectingThe panning down at

Nugents Corner takes patience—look on the inside bend of the water and search for an area

where larger rocks are piling up. The gold tends to trap under and downstream from individual

rocks. You may have to fill a bucket and take it down to the water to pan. Always fill in your

holes, but here especially. Closer to Glacier you will find all kinds of interesting rockhounding.

There is high-grade coal out Glacier Creek, and ancient fossils in the hills. Northwest

Underground Explorers did a great job documenting this area as well. The panning at Silver Fir

Campground is good—you are much closer to the source of the mineralization, mostly coming

down Wells Creek, so expect larger pieces and coarse black sands. The open cut is a good

example of the ore material in this part of the Cascades. It’s not the glamorous visible gold on

white quartz made famous in California’s 16-to-1 Mine—here you’ll find microscopic particles in

weathered mineralization colored red, orange, and yellow stains. You can pan this material, so

a bucket can come in handy. It is messy stuff, however. The Great Excelsior Mine hike is easy

for all ages, although it can be wet with all the foliage. This is one of those mines you do not

want to enter—it has fumes from the decomposing sulfides, and the support timbers are failing.

So just bring a big hammer and break up the tailings. See if you can spot pyrite and quartz

crystals as well as microscopic gold. There were a lot of adits and prospects in the hills up

here, especially up at Goat Mountain, and you can explore for quite some time if you are willing

to hike.
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Robert, “A lucky find. This is a very helpful book for anyone interested in amateur gold

prospecting in Oregon, Washington, or Idaho. The book explains the different types of gear

that can be used, as well as specific locations that are productive and open to modern day

prospectors. I first checked it out of the library, and liked it enough that I bought my own copy

to keep as a reference.”

W Frame, “I haven't tried any of the spots highlighted in the .... I haven't tried any of the spots

highlighted in the book yet, but it is very specific with GPS coordinates and directions on where

to go along each river. The notes for type of gold found isn't very helpful...everyone location is

"fine to small flakes". Very comprehensive of the areas available in the northwest though.”

Martinmike, “Love It. So far I love it, and can't wait unail Gold Panning California goes to print. It

tells you what is allowed on each river or creek, and a general idea of the type of gold you will

find. The book is only two years old, and should be very up to date with the latest prospecting

restrictions.”

CJHoffman, “Seems to be a good resource..... Seems to be a great resource with geo location

for the interest spots. I would love a more detailed oregon- only guide, but until that happens

this seems to be a good resource.”

The book by Garret Romaine has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 122 people have provided feedback.
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